
P3 Singles Shootout Rules 
 

1. Tournament is open to all bowlers who provide proof of a 2014-2015 USBC highest book average 
of 21 games or more. If no league average for 2014-2015 exists bowler must bowl scratch. USBC 

website will be used to verify averages. Not open to Touring PBA Members.  

2. Each entry will be composed of one bowler. This is a Singles Scratch & Handicap tournament with 
an OPEN ENTERING AVG for Scratch and MAX 200 entering average for handicap division.  Ladies 
may enter a separate LADIES ONLY division for an additional $20.00(must be in reg tournament) 

3. Bowlers will bowl 3 games on their assigned lanes unless mechanical failures dictate otherwise,     
tournament organizers will determine if changes are needed. Tournament officials will determine if 
adjustments to HCP scores are to be done. Will be a modified house shot (not a sports shot) 

4. Handicap will be based on 90% of 200 in handicap and ladies divisions, using the bowler’s highest 
yearbook average for the 2014-2015 league average, with a minimum of 21 games (10 pin rule will 
apply). Bowlers are allowed to bowl scratch if average cannot be verified prior to bowling. It shall be 
the responsibility of each bowler to verify and provide any needed documentation of their average. 
Failure to use proper league average or to provide valid proof will disqualify all scores bowled.  

5. No money will be refunded. If discovered that an individual has failed to comply with all rules and 
requirements of this tournament money and scores will be forfeited.  

6. The prize ratio based 1 in 8 but may vary based on total entry.  

7. Scores lost due to malfunction of automatic scorers shall be re-bowled.  

8. Tournament winners will be paid of the end of bowling 08/30/2015. Tournament standing and 
results will be posted at center and on face book. If bowlers leave before announcement then 
winners will be contacted by email and /or phone if properly provided on entry forms.  

9. P3 Bowling reserves the right to reject any entry or re-rate any bowler prior to bowling. 
Credit/Debit Cards will be accepted on site or at www.p3bowling.org 

 ATM machine is available at center.   

 

 
 

Entry form:   
 

 #1 Bowler: ______________________________________________ Average: _________ 
 
USBC#______________         Phone#____________________  

 

Email/Address: ______________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 


